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crisis coalition,* the true ad hoc coalition, which as a result of
political tradition the country, in spite of all efforts to the contrary^
seeks to get rid as soon as possible; and the foreign parallel to
our coalitions is the so-called "national government/' a phrase
so unhappily used here, which pathetically recalls the unions
sacrdes of war-time-, the yearning for which is the most curious
political phenomenon of our transition age, finding its final
expression in the crudity of the one-party state,
In France the coalition is based on the group, and the doctrine
of alternation reposes on an alternation of tendencies. In Germany
it would require equally to be so based, but on that tougher
entity, the party. The situation, as it had developed by 1927,
looked very favourable at least for experimentation. The times
were settled; the two burning political issues of the day had
received solution; the extremist parties were impotent; the
country was settling down and economic prosperity was returning.
There was therefore no unhealthy preoccupation with politics,
no rising clamour for something, anything, to be done.
In the political life of Germany there did exist two tendencies
which could form the basis of a system of alternative coalitions.
The Weimar constitution was not merely a document which
settled the political form of the state; it was at once a compre-
hensive statement of the rights and duties of citizens collectively
and individually in the state, and a broad statement of the lines
on which political development should run. Once, therefore,
it was clear that the form of the state would no longer be assailed
by unconstitutional methods, the way was open for the fulfilment
of the constitution if necessary by amendment. From the two
parties which were in theory fundamentally anti-constitutionalist,
the Socialists who wanted a Socialist state and the Nationalists
who wanted an autocratic state, nothing was now to be feared in
the way of illegality by the most rigid upholder of the constitu-
* The true crisis coalition may be a confession of reluctance to assume
responsibility, but it is not necessarily a symptom of political decadence. At
its best and in a virile state it is really the democratic device of obtaining a
strong executive without violating the constitution, corresponding to the
constitutional dictatorship with a time-limit employed for the same reason by
republican Romea whose practice deserves closer study to-day than it gets*

